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NSS CAMP
The NSS unit of our college arranged a special 7 days camp from 11 th December 2017 to 17th
December 2017. Around 100 students from both morning and afternoon shifts had participated.
All the participants stayed in the sports pavilion of our college along with 4 NSS coordinators.
The participants had a lot of informative and creative sessions. Many inspirational speakers came
to the camp and motivated the participants with their speech. The participants visited the nearby
slums and interacted with the women and children. A free medical camp was also arranged. The
participants learnt a lot of new things and also the importance of serving others. Over all the 7
days camp was an informative and an unforgettable experience for the participants.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMPETITION
An interdepartmental competition was held on 26th December 2017 under the DBT sponsored
star college scheme. Events like poem writing and poster presentation were conducted for the
students of the Department of Chemistry, Bio-Chemistry, Zoology and Advanced Zoology, and
Plant Biology- Plant Bio Technology. The topic of the poem writing was “PHYSICS IN DAILY
LIFE” and the topic of poster presentation was “BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR
RADIATION”. The students actively participated and won prizes. The judges for the event were
Dr. Mrs. Anuradha HOD i/c, Department of Zoology and Dr. Mrs. Fouzia Banu HOD,
Department of Bio- Chemistry.

FOOD PRESERVATION AND BAKERY PRODUCTS - WORKSHOP
The workshop was organized by the Department of Plant biology and Bio Technology. The
workshop was conducted for both the student n the non-teaching staffs. Firstly the students were
taught about food preservatives and in a separate session the non-teaching staffs were taught
about the Bakery products. Both the sessions were conducted by Mr. Kannan. The workshop was
highly beneficial one.

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY - EXHIBITION
The Department Of Microbiology has conducted a two-day exhibition on the topic “AIDS
AWARENESS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASE” on 4th and 5th December, 2017. The students did
a class campaign and spread awareness among the students. They invited all the departments’

students and staffs of SIET College for Women and also the SIET School students and staff for
their exhibition. They gave a brief explanation about AIDS, HIV, Cancer and other related topics
in microbiology. With the help of chart models, they gave a wonderful presentation. Towards the
end of the exhibition, they collected feedbacks from everyone. This awareness campaign
benefited everyone who attended it.
Editors A. N

LIBRARY DESIGNING

The final year students of IDD department took up their fifth-semester project which was
repainting the college library. The project commenced with the third years submitting their
designs in a sketch. From those “Abstract Designs” were selected for the Garden wall. “We also
delayed submitting it.” Comments Chandralekha, the Department Secretary of IDD. For the
pillars, two designs were selected to be painted in an alternative manner. While one was a “Warli
Design” the other was in “Calligraphy”. They adorned the entrance of the library with Arabic
calligraphic quotes and its translation. “Only a few girls showed up for work as the exam was
nearing”. It was impossible for them to complete the project at a stretch so they took a two-day
break and resumed diligently. Since they were working in a group they experienced the basic
pros and cons of a group activity. “The work is still going on, we only have to do the outline and
touch up, hope we finish it soon.” She concludes. “Some were hard-working; some were
sluggish about it, as expected. But we were determined to finish what we started. Since we are in
our final years, we are glad that our work is going to stay even after we pass out of this college.
We learned to be together, we bonded and made memories. The colors from the painting may
fade but the memories we made while painting will never.”

Yashika Sruthi S
III B.A. English Literature

CONSUMER RIGHTS ASSOCIATION
The “CONSUMER RIGHTS ASSOCIATION” conducted a workshop on “Car Safety”. The
seminar was held in Raj Park Hotel, on the 28th December, 2017. The seminar focused on the
danger involved in driving under influence and usage of mobile phones. They suggested a few
safety measure including booking cabs while under the influence and also to purchase cars with
seatbelts for all the riders. The seminar was useful for today’s “YOLO generation” who often
indulge in drink and driving.
Tasneem Rashid
III B.A. English Literature

TARANG’17 – COLLEGE CULTURAL FEST
On 16th December 2017, Tarang’17 “Episode of Colors” – Intra-departmental cultural was held.
The students assembled in the auditorium at 8:30 AM. There was a lot of excitement amongst the
audience. This was because of the chief guest. Sir Vivekh, the famous Kollywood actorcomedian had come to grace the occasion. The moment he entered the hall, the students started
cheering. He was shocked and surprised to see so much enthusiasm. He said that he has been to
many colleges, but he hasn’t seen such an audience anywhere.
He gave his speech. He said that many great starts will emerge from our college. This was a
proud moment for us. He spoke on the important roles our parents and teachers play in our lives.
Before concluding he said his famous dialogue-“Thothalum Jaichalum Meesaya Murruku”. This
erupted the audience. He declared our Tarag 2k17 open. Before leaving he took a Group Selfie
with us on his phone. After that, the Bigg Boss contestant Suja Varunee and Mr. Cell Murugan
Jeevi addressed the gathering. After that, the events began.
The first event was “Adapt Tune”. This is a competition where the dancers have to give
impromptu steps for any song being played. This was a tough competition as most of the dancers
were very good. The event was judged by Ms. Swetha Subramaniam. The next event was
“Acting Skills”. This is an event where a scene from a movie will be played on a screen and the
participants have to enact it with lip sync. This was judged by Miss. Amrutha. Next was “Dance
Battle”. This is group dance. This was judged by Ms.Gayathri. The last event was “Miss.JBAS”.
One girl from each department will give a one-minute speech as to why she is worthy of the title.
This event was judged by Ms. Zohra Alish and Ms. Fareedha.
Overall this was an amazing day and a great opportunity for students to showcase their talents.
The off-stage events are yet to be held.
Manasvini Visagan
II B.A. English Literature

THE SOUND OF SIREN
(Continued from November Edition 2017)
Towards the end of the week, the girl herself felt a little guilty. She thought whether it was okay
to be so happy. She did not know then that it was just the lull before the storm. On the last day of
the week, her husband told her, "My dear Elena, I have to go to work starting tomorrow and I
can't really say how long it will take. I’m just so sorry". Upon hearing this, Elena was terribly
shocked, but she knew she had to tolerate this since she was the wife of a sailor and their
livelihood depends on the ocean. So she replied, “It is alright, just come back home safe". Even

though she said that she felt horrible on the inside. Her husband as promised left for work the
next day and the newlywed Elena was left alone in her house. All day she was discontented with
her husband and she thought " how does he have the heart to leave his newlywed wife and go on
a voyage?!"..."No other man would do this"...and so on. For a while, only negative thoughts
clouded her mind. Then Elena realized that she accepted all of this when she married him and
nevertheless she loves him. Every human has his or her own flaws and she loved every flaw in
her husband and that was the bottom line.

Then she went inside her house and switched on the television to the news channel. It said “the
ship that left the local harbor this morning was hit by a ruthless storm in the ocean and sank.
Search teams that were sent reported that there were no survivors to be found". Elena could feel
herself being swept away by a wave of terrible emotions like sorrow, hopelessness, bleakness,
distress, melancholy, grief, depression and so on. She sat there crestfallen, looking at the
television with a blank face, her eyes clouded by darkness...
Then all of a sudden, she got up and went out to the balcony in a shocked state, still unable to
digest the fact that her husband had died at sea. The next day, she tried doing housework, to
distract herself from thinking too much but she could only do it half-heartedly. She could feel her
fragile self-crumbling away on the inside, falling deeper and deeper into the pits of despair as she
started being aware of her surroundings even more, better than the day before. She wanted to
stay oblivious but it was too hard a task for her to do at her present state. She decided to have a
change of surroundings to calm herself, as this house had no meaning to her anymore...it was
devoid of love and life.
And now that's the present, she was sitting under the palm tree, staring out into the ocean. Not
able to contain her emotions any longer and being encouraged by the calm environment
surrounding her, the girl started to cry. She was finally able to let out all those emotions
contained within her in the form of tears...she wept and wept, bawling her eyes out like a baby,
indulging in her sorrow. As she cried, she could feel her emotions running rampant within her,
like demons, slowly eating away at her sanity...killing her. The loss of her most beloved person
in the world was too much for the poor girl to bear. After a while, she noticed that no more tears
which came running down her cheeks. Her eyes were puffed after crying so much and that's
when she realized that she had run out of tears to cry. Then, wiping her eyes, she looked at the
ocean once again, the dark waters reflecting the brightness of the moon and she thought, "Oh
how much I used to love the ocean. Its mysterious waters always attracted me and pulled me
towards them...Now I despise it from the bottom of my heart”. The ocean had taken everything
that she treasured in her life away from her...her beloved husband who was her future. Elena
didn't come here with the intention to commit suicide but now she wasn't so sure anymore. She
thought ending her life would be the easy way out than living with these horrifying emotions that
would haunt her for the rest of her life."Who in this world doesn’t want the easy way out?" she

thought. The clouds in the sky kept becoming darker, signifying that the ravines of time keep on
churning and working, moving forward. After crying for so long, Elena was finally starting to
feel fatigue. She began to close her eyes...just then she could hear a melodious voice singing so
beautifully. She thought that she was dreaming and ignored it but the song didn't stop. Someone
continued to sing it, in a foreign tongue.
M.V. Varsha Arutprabha

